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AI Wrote Better Phishing Emails Than
Humans in a Recent Test

Natural language processing continues to find its way into unexpected corners. This time, it's
phishing emails. In a small study, researchers from Singapore found that they could use the
deep learning language model GPT-3, along with other AI-as-a-service platforms, to significantly
lower the barrier to entry for crafting spearphishing campaigns at a massive scale.
Researchers have long debated whether it would be worth the effort for scammers to train
machine learning algorithms that could then generate compelling phishing messages. Mass
phishing messages are simple and formulaic, after all, and are already highly effective. Highly
targeted and tailored “spearphishing” messages are more labor intensive to compose, though.
That's where NLP may come in surprisingly handy.
At the Black Hat and Defcon security conferences in Las Vegas this week, a team from
Singapore's Government Technology Agency presented a recent experiment in which they sent
targeted phishing emails they crafted themselves and others generated by an AI-as-a-service
platform to 200 of their colleagues. Both messages contained links that were not actually
malicious but simply reported back clickthrough rates to the researchers. They were surprised
to find that more people clicked the links in the AI-generated messages than the human-written
ones—by a significant margin.
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Facebook rolls out end-to-end encryption for Messenger calls
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T-Mobile Investigating Claims of Massive Customer Data Breach
Ford bug exposed customer and employee records from internal systems
Accenture confirms hack after LockBit ransomware data leak threats
Actively exploited bug bypasses authentication on millions of routers
Computer hardware giant GIGABYTE hit by RansomEXX ransomware

#Patch Time!
Microsoft Exchange servers are getting hacked via ProxyShell exploits
Microsoft confirms another Windows print spooler zero-day bug
Adobe fixes critical preauth vulnerabilities in Magento
Windows security update blocks PetitPotam NTLM relay attacks
Microsoft August 2021 Patch Tuesday fixes 3 zero-days, 44 flaws
Cisco: Firewall manager RCE bug is a zero-day, patch incoming
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Critical Flaws Affect Embedded TCP/IP Stack Widely Used in Industrial Control Devices
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Kindred Group in brief
Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across
Europe, US and Australia, offering 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form of
entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs about
1,600 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European
Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity
Association). Kindred Group is audited and certified by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014
EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read
more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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